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Comparative Study of Potential Field
and Sampling Algorithms for Manipulator
Obstacle Avoidance
Alekh V* Rahul ES** and Rao R. Bhavani***

Abstract : Industrial robots should be implemented with proper path planning to generate a trajectory which
ensures obstacle avoidance and collision free movement. Selection of a path planning techniques need to
be done only after detailed studies. This paper deals with the study and implementation of a path planning
technique using potential field method for a 2R robot in a given workspace with obstacles. The results are
compared with Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL)which uses sampling based path planning algorithms
in a similar context. It is found that in higher dimensionality spaces sampling algorithms are more useful and
potential field methods are handy in real time applications.
Keywords : Path planning, potential field method, sampling algorithms, ROS, OMPL, manipulator.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development in the field of automation and flexible manufacturing systems has resulted in the
increased use of industrial mobile robots and manipulators. Industrial robot application includes
painting, welding, pick and place, palletizing, packaging, product inspection, testing and assembly line
productions. Various industrial tasks can be accomplished with precision, speed and endurance using
these robots.
Industrial robotic systems operate in real environment, which in most of the cases consists of
obstacles that can be static or dynamic. In order to complete the given task successfully, the robot
manipulator must find the objects and avoid obstacles, create a collision free path and follow the
trajectory. The user aims at achieving optimal solutions, taking in account of time, energy and other
factors, satisfying the applied constraints at the same time.
Human safety in robot’s work environment can be factored by ensuring collision free task
completion for the robot. Such algorithms can make the robot intelligent in the presence of humans or
other obstacles. Safety and efficiency are the most highlighted factors while defining and establishing a
shared workspace[1].
Various methodologies have been developed and implemented for the path planning of mobile
robots. Collision avoidance schemes must be extended from end-effector level to link level in case of
manipulators [2]. For manipulators, the problem becomes complex due to the structure. Understanding
the strengths and weaknesses of existing algorithms forms a key factor in the implementation phase.
Hybrid algorithms are sometimes formulated incorporating the best features and switching the algorithms
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according to the scenario. In this paper, a comparison is done between potential field method and
sampling algorithms through study and implementation of the two approaches. For this purpose,
the potential field method is implemented on a 2R serial robot and simulation results are obtained
in MATLAB. Sampling based algorithms are implemented by using OMPL(Open Motion Planning
Library) in MoveIt! to achieve path planning in the presence of obstacles and visualized in Rviz plugin
of ROS.
The paper proceeds as: Section 2, gives an idea about the related work in the domain for the two
approaches. Section 3, provides an insight to the methodologies that are to be compared. Section 4 lays
down the simulation results. Section 5 discusses the results of the work. Section 6 gives the conclusion
and proposes future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Path planning has been an important field of research for the last few decades. Research is being carried
out on soft computing techniques to control and perform the path planning for manipulators and mobile
robots [3].Various heuristic based algorithms have been implemented and compared with deterministic
methods [4].
Potential field based obstacle avoidance for manipulators and mobile robots was introduced by
Khatib [5]. Even though the method is widely used, it suffers limitations such as local minima problems.
Advanced methods were later developed to reduce the short comings of the potential field method
[6]. The method was extended form 2-D to 3-Dspace. Later work also includes strategies that avoid
obstacle for the whole manipulator [7]. Similar work was done [8] for solving the local minima problem
and evaluating the technique. The problem becomes complex when the degrees of freedom increases.
A collision free algorithm was developed for high DOF manipulator by selecting the appropriate
configuration for the respective potential [9]. A global path planning strategy is used and followed by
local planning for the entire robot. The general idea of potential field method was implemented using
various numerical techniques [10] in which graph based search for local minima, forms the criteria.
Frameworks are necessary to write software for robots. An overview of ROS, detailing the basic
architecture, concepts and components was given in [11]. The basic principles and best practices to
reduce the complexity of using the framework is a major concern. Case studies were done on MoveIt!
[12], for improving usability.

3. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
The problem of path planning for industrial manipulators has been approached in two different ways
in this paper. The first approach is by applying the potential field method to achieve collision free
motion for the manipulator. The second method uses ROS with default motion planners from OMPL.
The obstacle is assumed to be static and its position is known.
3.1. Potential Field Method
Potential field method is one of the classical methods used in the field of path planning mainly in real
time applications. The method is formulated in such a way that the robot under consideration is under
the influence of a potential field. The total potential is always the sum of attractive and repulsive
potential. The negative gradient of the field yields forces, one of which is attractive and the other
repulsive.
F(q) = – Ua(q) – Ur(q)
where U(q) represents the potential field applied, F(q) is the resultant force,
Ua(q) defines the attractive field and Ur(q) gives the repulsive field.

(1)
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The attractive force pulls the robot towards the goal and repulsive force repels the robot away
from the obstacle. The attractive field is a combination of conic and quadratic potentials where the
quadratic potential is a continuous function at every point including the origin.
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A parameter k1 is used to tune the attractive potential field, ρ(q) is the Euclidean distance between
q and qfinal, where q is the set of all points from start point to final point in the path, d = ρ(q) is the
boundary that separates the two potentials.
The repulsive force field is responsible for preventing the robot from colliding with the obstacles.
Repulsion takes place in such a way that infinite force is exerted on the robot when it gets near to
obstacles. Also, when the robot is at a considerable amount of distance from the obstacle, the repulsive
force acting is taken as zero. A boundary should be defined to establish the region subjected to the force
originating from the obstacle.
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where k2 is the tuning parameter for the repulsive field, ρ0 sets the distance that determines the effect
of obstacle, ρs gives the shortest distance between current robot position and obstacle, which needs to
be updated at times.
A gradient descent approach is followed, considering the scenario as an optimization problem.
The planning starts from the initial configuration, the direction of negative value of the gradient is
identified and a small step is taken. This results in attaining a new defined configuration. The operation
is repeated so that the robot finds the final configuration. The step size selected should be small so that
robot-obstacle collision is avoided and larger value increase the time for computation. For making the
implementation less difficult, often configuration potential field is reduced to workspace potential. The
force developed in the workspace is to be mapped for the robot’s motion. For manipulator, the method
is to applied to links by selecting a set of control points. Torques are induced on joints as the robot arm is
subjected to the force field. The required mapping is governed by the relationship between applied force
to the robot arm and induced torque on the robot joints is[13]:
JT = 
(4)
where  is the vector for joint torques, F is the force vector and J is the Jacobian for mapping. The robot
configuration is at singularity, when inverse of J does not exist. Implementation and simulation are
discussed in section 4.
3.2. Robot Operating System (ROS)
ROS is a framework to write software for robots and provides various user functions. It contains
algorithms, libraries and tools for different types of robotic applications. One can access these packages
and modify it accordingly for their specific application. ROS being multilingual, the user can write the
software in any language provided that, a client library should be written for the particular language.
MoveIt! of ROS allows the user to develop applications involving mainly robot manipulation and
motion planning. Robot designs can be tested and validated using the workspace analysis tool. The
primary node made available by MoveIt! is named move_group. One can use MoveIt! through move_
group_interface in C++, Python or GUI based Rviz plugin.
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OMPL (Open Motion Planning Library) uses sampling based algorithms for motion planning.
Sampling based algorithms works on the basic idea that the configuration space is sampled and the
configurations associated with free space are remembered. A roadmap is then created which connects
the configurations lying in free space. Another set of sampling algorithms exists, where incremental
search methods are used instead of building maps. The planners can be of multi-query or single query
solvers. When several number of queries related to same system are to be addressed, multi-query methods
are used and single-query methods solve specific queries. Pre-processing phase is required for multiquery methods where it takes most of the computational time. Single-query methods are much faster
but outputs are less accurate for further use. These planners can be effectively applied when the degrees
of freedom are higher.
OMPL can be incorporated with other systems to get additional functionalities such as state
validation, collision checking. The motion planners in the library are set as default planners while using
MoveIt!. In OMPL, state space denotes the configurations on the generated path. Workspace is used to
represent a space where the robot performs the assigned task. The planners ensure a collision free path
by linking the elements of free state space. The information related to the space where the path plan is
to be done is contained in the Space Information part of the library. The user must create objects that
are required for the planning procedure. The class named SimpleSetup can be used for making the
procedure easier. It also makes the components of the setup available for further modifications. Planners
in the library can be switched as per the user choice. New planners can also be added to the library. OMPL
provides the capability to process the path output. The function, simplifySolution is used to simplify and
make the path smoother. It works by removing unwanted states and vertices from the obtained path .
MoveIt! along with OMPL allows the user to develop and test new algorithms.
Algorithms developed in MATLAB can be used in ROS through a toolkit, Robotics Systems Tool
box. The interface allows the user to test robotic applications in ROS supported simulators. It also
enables the user to create ROS nodes that can be used for communication in a ROS network.

4. SIMULATION
Simulations are carried out in two different platforms: MATLAB for potential field method and ROS
Indigo for OMPL. Potential field method is implemented in MATLAB and simulation results are
obtained. Fig.1, shows the field generated where the obstacle boundary is modeled as peaks and the
goal position as valley. A 2R robot is subjected for the method with its end-effector considered as a
point. The end-effector is under the influence of the attractive and repulsive forces depending upon
its proximity to the goal and obstacle respectively. The method yields a collision free path connecting
start point and the final point. Intermediate points are selected in the resultant path and cubic spline
trajectory is generated between consecutive intermediate points. Fig.2, shows the path generated for
2R robot by implementation of potential field path planning.
Intermediate points are selected in the resultant path and cubic spline trajectory is generated
between consecutive intermediate points. The polynomials are solved satisfying the boundary
conditions for each segmented trajectory. Fig.3, shows the plots for position, velocity and acceleration
after trajectory generation using cubic splines.
Rviz plugin of ROS is used to visualize the motion planning with OMPL. ABB IRB 2400 is
selected for the simulation test which is of 6 DOF. The motion planner is applied on the links 3
and 4.The URDF (Unified Robot Description Format) of the robot is taken as input to the MoveIt!
Setup Assistant where it is configured. Rviz motion planning interface is then launched with the
configured ABB IRB 2400 SRDF (Semantic Robot Description Format). The user can configure the
plugin as per the requirement.
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Figure 1: Potential field generated

Figure 2: Collision free path generated by implementing potential field method

Figure 3: Position, velocity and acceleration plots after trajectory generation through via points
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Interactive markers are provide in the visualizer through which the user can interact with the robot.
The goal state and the end state for the robot can also set by using these markers.
Next step is the addition of known objects to the environment which can be done through the scene
objects. Scene object is created using text file and imported in the visualizer. Any change in planning
environment must be updated and the current planning scene should be published. Motion planning
is done by setting the planning library as OMPL. The start state and the goal state are given using
interactive markers to get a collision-free motion of the manipulator completing the trajectory. Fig. 4,
shows the GUI for motion planning in ROS where Rviz is used as the plugin.

Figure 4: Rviz plugin used for motion planning in ROS

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The real time performance of potential field method is commendable which gives an upper hand over
high level planning. The method was found to be failing in case of local minima points. Another problem
related to the algorithm is unstable vibration of the robot. There exist chances that the robot will not
reach the target, instead gets stuck in local minima especially when the obstacles are in a cluttered
manner and are of concave shaped. Since the robot is always under the constant influence of attractive as
well as repulsive forces, it is found to be subjected to unstable vibrations. The planner was implemented
with start point, final point and obstacle location as inputs. From the simulation results, it is observed
that path planning using potential field method took 3.12 seconds without obstacle and 2.34 seconds
with obstacle.
Sampling based algorithms finds the connectivity between the collision-free areas of configuration
space. The sampling based algorithms in OMPL fail to identify whether there exists a solution for given
set of constraints. In such situations, the user has to set runtime for the planner. Approximate solutions
are given as output when the planner finds no solution within the defined runtime. These solutions can
be approved for less dimensional state spaces, but not acceptable for higher cases.
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Online path planning can also be done with OMPL but encountered difficulties. The planner has
to be re-initialized at times, where there is change in planning scene. OMPL sets all the states as valid
while solving the problem, which is not recommended. The user must therefore, define the criteria that
makes the state valid. For simulation, start point, final point, obstacle and its location used were same as
that in potential field implementation. Using OMPL, path planning was achieved in 1.17 seconds with
planning scene having no obstacle whereas in the presence of obstacle, the process took 1.32 seconds.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A study on the potential field path planning for obstacle avoidance was done. The method was implemented
in MATLAB for 2R robot where the output is a collision free path. The path thus generated was
segmented with via points and formulated using cubic splines.
Obstacle avoidance with trajectory following was simulated in the Rviz plugin of ROS. Motion
planning was carried on two links of the ABB IRB 2400 URDF in MoveIt! using OMPL as the planning
library. Collision checking is completed with a lighter version of FCL (Free Collision Library) provided
with OMPL. The process require continuous publishing of the planning scene to update the simulation
environment. The manipulator follows a collision free path but the simulator shows uncertain path
patterns when the obstacle is too close to the manipulator. The results of both the methodologies are
studied and compared.
We would like to extend the study on path planning strategy for robots with higher degrees of
freedom, by implementing the potential field method through ROS. Velocity control of the manipulator
in the presence of obstacle is also considered for future work.
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